
Diminishing Returns, Capital Theory, and a #slurpee

all photos provided by Brandon Forrest Frederick

It seems fitting, albeit unfortunate, that Brandon Forrest Frederick’s show, Diminishing Returns1, at Kiosk
Gallery, opened during what is the largest economic recession since the Great Depression (potentially
worse)2. In the show, Frederick directly references two economic concepts relating to production, which
create a potential starting point for his work. At least, they are a starting point for me.

1 To see the virtual tour of the show, go to this link,
https://kioskgallerykc.com/2020/02/21/march-20th-may-7th-2020-brandon-forrest-frederick-diminishing-returns/,
and to purchase Big Chill, go to this link,
https://www.risohell.com/product/big-chill?fbclid=IwAR0yAfxDr-fp6HlmUeIVWllCZnJkkLGHQ2I7qVW2eRmqN
GQ3rf_my2iaFaw

2 I would like to note that I have only seen the fully installed work digitally due to the current COVID-19 pandemic.
I was fortunate enough to have several studio visits with Frederick leading up to his show, so I have seen a majority
of the work as it was being made.



First, the title of the show, Diminishing Returns, references the economic principle of the same name.
This principle states that a marginal increase in one production factor will have a proportionally smaller
marginal increase in production output. (I have provided an example of diminishing returns in the
footnotes.)3

Frederick’s book, Big Chill, contains the second economic reference, capital theory. On the fourth page,
there is a picture of someone sipping on a drink from QuikTrip. Their shirt says, “I [image of a triangle]
Capital Theory.” The triangle is a Hayekian triangle, a diagram created by Friedrich Hayek in 1935 to
help explain capital theory. In the 1930s, Hayek posited a macroeconomic theory based on the
intertemporal nature of production and production stages, as opposed to the now more well-known
Keynesian economics. (Capital theory and Hayekian triangles are fairly complex, even for seasoned
economists, of which I am not. If you would like to go more in depth, there is a link to an essay written by
Roger Garrison, a leading Hayek economist, in the footnotes.)4

3 Let’s say we have a donut shop with two employees. They currently make 100 donuts per hour (yum). We hire
another employee. This additional employee increases donut production by 50% for a total of 150 donuts per hour
(yum and a half). We hire another employee, but this time donut production only increases by 10% for a total of 165
donuts per hour. Production increases at a lower rate because of other limiting capital factors (mixers, ovens, space,
etc.). We continue hiring employees, until production actually begins to decrease. There are too many people trying
to make donuts, and we have a full-fledged donut catastrophe. All hell breaks loose. Someone is brandishing a
sword made of long johns and claiming a throne of unbaked apple fritters. This is “diminishing returns” (with an
imaginative ending).

4 http://webhome.auburn.edu/~garriro/b3beyond.htm



How do these economic concepts play out in Frederick’s work? I’ll start with his book, Big Chill.

Big Chill is a Risograph-printed collection of found social media images and texts accompanied by
Frederick’s photographs. The subject matter revolves around convenience stores, specifically drinks
(Slurpees, Big Gulps, Polar Pops, Big Chills, Chill Hills, and Big Qs). The people in these found images
are sharing their appreciation of gas station beverages, e.g., “This qt got his QT!!!!!!” and “Yesterday’s
Test sucked but the day turned out alright afterwards #chilling #polarpop.” Frederick seems to be
observing the confluence of social interactions and production. Instagram for example, uses its “users” as
economic labor, uploading their consumable products (pictures, videos, and text) at a remarkably, or
maybe frighteningly high speed. The temporal dynamics of production as illustrated by Hayek are almost
completely annihilated. Think of the “live” feature on Instagram, which creates and distributes a product
almost instantaneously. In other words, it requires a seemingly negligible amount of time for Instagram to
make its products, and Instagram combines economic labor, customers, products, and social interactions.



In a way, Frederick reorganizes the convoluted capital structure of social media with Big Chill. He has
taken this quickly produced social media content and spent a great deal of time carefully crafting it
into a publication. He and Riso Hell are the producers, while we are clearly the customers.

To be clear, Frederick avoids expressing a judgment about these social media users, at least one that is
oversimplified or falsely linear. The photographs chosen are not a veil for malicious irony. They display
genuine moments of caring and our desire for connection and acceptance. A father writes, “The princess
and I sipping on our free #711slurpee for their #anniversary thanks cuz its HOT!! Lol,” next to a
self-portrait that he took in his car with his daughter. By gathering these hashtag categories together,
Frederick highlights how communities can form during our digital times.



Frederick’s own photographs share an appreciation for convenience stores with these found images. He
pleasantly displays foam cups, hot dogs, cooking rollers, and twinkling heart emojis. These photographs
treat these objects with a reverence more often associated with expensive items. Replace the leaning hot
dogs on the back cover with a purse and some shoes, and this photograph would easily fit into a New
York Times Magazine fashion shoot. Yet, things are slightly askew. Backgrounds are visibly taped up, and
drinks overflow into protective plastic hot dog bun containers.

Aesthetically, and materially, Big Chill matches its subject matter in terms of mixing economics,
sociology and art. The coil binding reminds me of school reports or business proposals, while the choice
of Risograph printing brings with it a relevant capital and temporal history. Risographs were popular in the
late ‘80s and ‘90s amongst schools, churches, and political campaigns as a more efficient method of



self-printing flyers, brochures, and posters. As of late, artists and smaller, more niche printers have bought
up these idle Risographs.

I do not mean to force Diminishing Returns into a solely economic context. The work is an artistic
endeavor, rife with formal choices (content, composition, color, light, etc.) and personal expression (not
that these two things are necessarily separate). In Kiosk Gallery, Frederick installed the photographs and
a singular video at various heights with different backgrounds, frames, and stands. The colors are bright,
and the pictures feel more personal than the ones in Big Chill. In these photos, there are hands, spaces,
and objects outside of the studio. I can see myself seeing these objects from the vantage point of the lens.
The imagery is familiar: a birthday balloon, a Comfort Inn monument sign, and a “family size” plastic ice
cream container. One photograph, 99 (Per)cent Love Potion, is repeated from the book, but now it sits on
plastic containers housing hot dog buns, the same ones that are in the photograph. I appreciate the tripling
of the image at different scales and different materials. It mimics the real-life experience when I see an
object, and then I see the same object on my phone, or vice versa.

I’d like to come back to the title of the show, Diminishing Returns. I wonder if Frederick is thinking of
himself and his work within this context—another artist making more work, putting in (x) and receiving
(x-1). Maybe he is responding to a feeling of artistic exploration being mis-contextualized as a linear,
money-making endeavor. More likely, he is continuing to make observations and responding to how we
interact, how it feels, and the confusion and appreciation inherent of being a part of it all.


